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Nature soul pathfinder

Nature watchers are the guardians, hunters and explorers of the world's wild places, who are very adept at negotiating their way among nature's nonhuman inhabitants. Nature watchers befriend and train as a companion of the natural beast, and some call wardens beastmasters because of these pets, but nature watchers are much more than tamers of wild
things. They are experts at navigating the harsh brutality of natural rage and doing whatever tools and weapons, but they go beyond being hard-working survivors to become o brotherly tactics with a sharp analytical mind capable of adapting and preparing for any situation and making the most of the benefits that any terrain or environment has for them.
Nature watchers are usually druids or rangers/druids, although this category is studied by occasional rangers/priests with animal domains or even single-class high-level rangers or multi-class rangers. He and his animal companions form a powerful team. They are excellent scouts and versatile warriors who are able to complement their skills with spells to fill
almost any role. Alignment: Nature watchers tend towards non-kevys, as many practice their profession out of a desire to help and protect others. Sometimes evil wardens can find turning the bitter realities of nature on their enemies or guarding nature sites contaminated with dark fey. Hit Die: d8. In order to become a Nature Director, the character must
meet all of the following criteria. Basic attack bonus: +4. Special: Animal companion class feature *, popular terrain class feature, wild empathy class feature. Skills: Handle Animal 5 ranks, Knowledge (geography) 5 ranks, Knowledge (nature) 5 ranks, Survival 5 ranks. Spells: Capable of imposing 2. divine spells of the level. * The cavalry bound by the oracle
of nature is counted as the ability of the animal companion class for this class of prestige. Class skills The nature guard's class skills are Climb (Str), Handle Animal (Cha), Heal (Wis), Knowledge (geography) (Int), Knowledge (Nature) (Int), Perception (Wis), Ride (Dex), Sense Motive (Wis), Survival (Wis), and Swim (Str). Scales of skills at each level: 4 + Int
attribute. Class characteristics The following are the class characteristics of the nature keeper's prestige class. Weapons and armor skills: A natural controller does not get any skill in any weapon or armor. Spells a day: At the declared levels, the nature watcher receives new spells a day as if he had also reached the level in the divine spell class to which he
belonged before adding a class of prestige. However, he does not receive any other benefits that a character of this class would have received, without taking additional spells per day, known spells (if he is a spontaneous bike), bike), spellcasting. If he had more than one divine spell course before becoming a natural controller, he must decide which category
he will add a new level to determine spells per day. Companion Bond (Ex): At level 1, the natural controller's class levels stack up to levels in all categories that give the animal companion an animal companion to determine their abilities. The nature guard and his animal companion have such an empathetic connection between the wizard and his
acquaintance. At level 5, the animal companion of the natural supervisor receives the same benefits as in the terrain favoured by the warden. Natural empathy (Ex): For wild empathy, the nature guard's class level stacks levels in all classes with wild empathy. In his preferred terrain, the nature watcher adds his preferred terrain bonus to the wild empathy
checks. He can also use wild empathy to discourage an animal or magical beast, rather than improve its attitude, as if using intimidation instead of diplomacy. On level four, the nature watcher no longer suffers punishment when he uses wild empathy to influence or discourage magical beasts. On level 7, he can use wild empathy to influence destruction
(either mindless or intelligence 1 or 2). On the 10th level, he can use it to affect plant creatures (either mindless or intelligence 1 or 2). Mystic Harmony (Su): On another level, the nature manager in the terrain he prefers gets AC a insight bonus, which is half his preferred off-road bonus. He loses this bonus when he's immobile or helpless. Wild Stride (Ex):
On the second level, the natural controller and his animal companions gain the ability to move through the natural hazards of their preferred terrain (such as crosses, loose sand, snow, ice, rockslides, and so on) at their normal speed without causing damage or suffering other injuries (in fact, this is the step capacity of the forest applied to non-plant
environment hazards). He continues to be affected by terrain hazards, which have been magically manipulated by movements that have hampered movement. Animal Talk (Sp): On the 3rd level, a naturalist can talk to animals when in the terrain he prefers. Outside his popular terrain, he can talk to animals once a day. His bike level is up to his class level.
Silverclaw (Su): On the 4th level, the wildlife controller's animal companion and all the creatures he calls with an ally of the call nature receive DR/silver, which corresponds to the warden's class level. In addition, their natural weapons are considered silver to reduce damage. Popular terrain (Ex): 5th level and again 10. This ability is identical to the Ranger
class and stacks with ranger class. Survivalist (Ex): On level 5, a naturalist does not suffer punishment for an improvised weapon or improvised tool the warden can use 1 minute to examine and adjust an improvised weapon or tool; After that, he treats it as a weapon or tool of masterpiece. Woodforging (Sp): On the 6th level, a naturalist can make wooden
objects that he can use beyond his skill. Once a day, he can use the shape of a tree as a spell-like ability whose bike level matches his level of nature leaders. Objects created in his hands with this ability are treated as objects of master work under the influence of an iron tree spell; in the hands of others, they are only ordinary wood objects of the appropriate
type. If the warden uses this ability to create armor or weapons, he can make them into magic objects as if he had craft magic arms and Armor feat (although they are just magical wood in the hands of others and only ironwood when he uses them). Companion Walk (Su): On level 7, the nature guard's partner shares the benefits of travel spells (such as the
step and transport of trees through plants) and polymorph and similar spells (including the shape of a tree) thrown from the druid or ranger's list of spells by the warden. The companion is counted either as part of the warden or as an object without weight, whichever is more favorable to the warden. Plant talk (Sp): On the 7th level, a naturalist can throw to talk
to plants when in the terrain he prefers. Outside his preferred terrain, he can use talking to plants once a day as a spell-like ability. His bike level is up to his class level. Iron Paws (Su): At the eighth level, the natural controller can grant to his animal companion and all the creatures he calls the calling nature ally DR/cold iron according to their class level. In
addition, their natural weapons are considered cold iron to reduce damage. This ability does not stack up with silverclaw ability. The warden must decide when calling whether the invited creature receives the benefits of a silver nail or an iron ass. He can change the ability of his animal companion by spending 1 hour in prayer and meditation with a partner
within 30 meters. Guarded Lands (Ex): On level 9, a naturalist can designate an area as his guarded land, allowing him to treat it as his popular terrain or improve his bonuses if it is already in his preferred terrain. The area must not exceed 1 square kilometre, and the warden must spend 24 hours studying the whole area carefully. This study period gives him
+2 popular off-road bonuses in this area, which stacks any of his favorite terrain bonuses in this area (for example, he also receives a terrain bonus popular with the forest if his guarded lands are part of the forest). He can also name one type of creature as his preferred enemy in these guarded lands, receiving +2 popular enemy bonuses against the type of
creature that stacks any enemy bonus he favors against the creature. Allies who see and hear warden's warden the bonus is half of the warden's preferred off-road bonus. A natural controller can have several guarded lands equal to his Wisdom Bonus (at least 1). When he reaches the maximum amount of land guarded, he can choose a new guarded
country by abandoning an existing land and performing a ritual on new territory. Companion Soul (Sun): October 10, 2015 at the level, the nature guard's bond with his animal companion is so strong that it transcends distance and even death. A partner's dedication increases to +8 moral bonus in Will saves against enchantment spells and effects. A warden
can scry a fellow animal once a day as if he were using an encryption spell, except he doesn't need concentration or divine concentration. He can look at the areas around his partner or see it through his eyes. If his partner dies, he can revive it with an 8-hour ritual; This has the same effect as being awakened by the dead, except that it does not require a
material component and the partner does not receive negative levels of the ordeal. From Pathfinder: Kingmaker Wiki Soul Eater is a creature in Pathfinder: Kingmaker. Description[edit | edit source] The soul eater called the inky wars of Abaddon is an extraplanar entity with no emotions or reason and hunger that can only be bazoated by eating the souls of
the living. The nature of the soul-eater makes it an ideal and terrifyingly effective instrument of death, and it is for this very reason that they are often conjured up by disgusting spell readers pursuing morbid agendas. Even if the soul-eater does not see the abhorrent commandment of the evil magic user, he stalks and hunts, constantly searching for living
souls on whom to devour himself. Looting[edit | edit source] Normally nothing. Variations[edit source] source]
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